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The main operation in Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is the multiplication of an elliptic curve (EC) point P with a long binary scalar k, denoted as
kP. The goal of attackers is to reveal the scalar k (further denoted as key k ).
This is often possible by analysing measured power or electromagnetic traces of
kP executions, or other side channel effects.
The Montgomery ladder is the algorithm most often used for implementing
the kP calculation. This algorithm is reported in the literature as resistant
against simple Side Channel Analysis (SCA) attacks due to the fact that it is a
balanced algorithm, i.e. the processing of each bit value of the scalar k is done
in the same sequence of operations, namely one EC point addition and one EC
point doubling. But the use of registers in the Montgomery ladder depends
on the key and by that makes it vulnerable to vertical data bit and horizontal
address bit attacks. One of the known countermeasures is to randomize the
sequence of the EC point operations – addition and doubling – per iteration
of the main loop of the algorithm. The randomization makes sense only if the
sequence of the field operations calculating an EC point addition is the same
as the one for calculating an EC point doubling, for example if an unified EC
point addition formula is applied.
[4] reports on a fully balanced ASIC Coprocessor implementing complete
addition formulas on Weierstrass Elliptic Curves. The design is open source
and the VHDL code is available at the GitHub repository [3]. We synthesized
this open source design for the IHP 250 nm cell library and simulated the power
traces of a kP execution using the basis point of EC secp256k1 as the input
point P corresponding to the original testbench.
We experimented with differently long scalars k. We simulated the power
traces for keys of about 20 bits, as well as of about 200 bit and performed

an SPA using each single power trace. In all cases we are able to reveal scalars
successfully. The analysis was automated as described in [1]. More details about
the performed attacks and their results can be found in [2].
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